
All Saints day is November 1st. (as marked on  most calendars).  

This is the day when the alignment of the Earth plane and other Astral 

Bodies make it easier to be in tune with ancestral spirits.  This hap-

pens every year.  It is a celestial vibration or celebration.   
 

This means you can be in tune with the ancestors with greater ease, 

and they to you.  Thus, this has always been a “Holy Day” for ancestral 

acknowledgement and honor of all Saints. 
 

In more modern days, many who lack true knowledge, have accepted 

others’ adoption of this day into a negative day of ghost and goblins.  

This has been taught to the masses as tradition, yet, it is not a true tra-

dition of the natural people. 
 

In addition the opening in the Cosmos is an opening for entering and 
exiting of spirits, of cosmological inspirations and higher vibrations of 
the universal mind as it relates to YOU.  The manifested ritual of open-
ing your door, is indicative of the opening of the cosmos.  You can be in 
touch with ancestral spirits via routine rituals at any time, however 
when you open without knowing, you don't know if YOU are going to be 
or get the 'trick' or the treat'.   

The point of the eve is to acknowledge the existence of that which is 
unseen, hence many put on mask so you don't know what is, or who is, 
really behind the mask or costume.  It is upon involving yourself in ritu-
als without knowledge that the worst of this cosmological or celestial 
vibration can be experienced, as you must be cognizant and you must 
know so you do not suffer vulnerability from 'lack of knowledge'.  It is a 
trick to use children to assist in these rituals, although it seems so in-
nocent and every child usually likes candy.  The point of the evening 
"All Hallows Eve' is to acknowledge the eve of 'All Saints Day' -- No-
vember 1st, and the unseen ancestral spirits that protect and guide 
you, or, are you are acknowledging the eve of the unknown, and unfa-
miliar.  "Trick or Treat"?   

 Happy All Hallows Eve, and All Saints Day 
We hope you receive good energy from your ancestors. 
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